
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Sensory

Ball on springs
Min Age: 2 years

Spinning, springy toy with lots of tactile fun.

Spinning springy toy in bright colours for lots of 
tactile fun

0642 *T0642*

Ball spinner
Min Age: 3 years

Coloured balls, springs, spinning

Sensory toy with various balls on springs on a 
turning base. Great for stimulating tactile 
responses

0555 *T0555*

Sensory

Fisher Price Activity Keys
Min Age: 3 months

Hand to mouth co-ordination, activities, hard 
plastic, noises, small movements

Hand to mouth stimulation with lots of moving 
parts which are great for exploring

0552 *T0552*

Fisher Price animal jungle
Min Age: 0 months

Tactile, spinning, jungle, toy

Fisher Price tactile, jungle themed activity toy

0662 *T0662*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Sensory

Jungle spinner
Min Age: 18 months

Jungle, animals, spinning

Fisher Price jungle themed activity dome with 
fabric leaves

0417 *T0417*

Mirror Activity Centre
Min Age: 0 months

Mirror, activity centre

Activity centre with a mirror at the centre which 
can be attached to a cot

0394 *T0394*

Sensory

Primo Butterfly
Min Age: 9 months

Lego, chunky, baby, construction, sounds, noisy

Lego Primo construction set with a fabric 
butterfly body. Use the bricks to add shapes and 
pattern to the wings and the body

0110 *T0110*

Water Blocks
Min Age: 18 months

water, wooden, plan toys

6 blocks filled with coloured water add a new 
dimension to building

0125 *T0125* 0358 *T0358*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Sensory

Whoozit Pat Mat
Min Age: 0 months

water, touch, feel, sensory, floating, tummy toys

Just fill with water and then use as a tray toy or 
put on the floor to encourage head lifting

0107 *T0107*

Wooden Activity Centre
Min Age: 2 years

Multi-activities, spinning, twisting, pushing, hand 
eye co-ordination, noises, tactile

Fantastic sensory wooden activity centre with 
lots of different noisy activities including bells, 
paddles, turning and twisting

0563 *T0563*

Sensory

Wooden shapes
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden shapes, colours, sounds, noise, 
construction, chunky

Wooden shapes filled with different coloured 
balls - great sensory construction.

0423 *T0423*

Wooden sound blocks
Min Age: 12 months

Construction, tactile, noisy, blocks

Well made set of large chunky wooden blocks 
which are filled with different objects which make 
different sounds

0623 *T0623*
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